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Free cash flow is the lifeblood of any business. Failure to properly manage cash can result 

in unnecessary financing costs, disruptions or delays in re-stocking, and business failure. In 

the current environment, the inability to access cash due to reduced revenue from drop-off 

in demand as well as tightening credit requirements by banks and other lenders may 

increase the risk of failure by orders of magnitude. 

The following is a guide/checklist of suggested steps that you might consider to more 

effectively manage your cash receipts, expenses, and inventory (if applicable). This guide is 

not meant to be comprehensive and there may be items in here that don’t apply to you and 

your business. As with any summary, you should consult with your financial advisors 

and/or tax professionals before taking certain actions to make sure you understand the 

legalities and any potential impact to your business. Additionally, before implementing 

any specific step, careful consideration should be given to alignment with your business 

needs and culture, those of your customers or clients, and with your industry and 

competitors. 

In difficult and/or changing times, information and data is your best friend. Relying on 

hunches, gut feelings or “instinct” is a recipe for a failing enterprise. While you are likely 

swamped with putting out fires and daily crises, taking the time to understand your 
business with data and compiled information is critical to its survival. 

Finally, while dealing with immediate issues and concerns, it is also important to consider 

what your world might look like after recovery. Care should be taken in considering the 

impact of your actions on your employees, vendors, and customers. For they will hopefully 

remain part of your world after this crisis passes.  

Notwithstanding the comments above, crisis management requires bold action.  Be 

brave and don’t be afraid to act; the alternative could be business failure. 

Getting Started 

Prepare a one year look back of cash receipts and expenses to ensure that you fully 

understand your cash flows/timing. Don't "wing it". Put the numbers in a spreadsheet, 

category by category, month by month, item by item. Segregate your expenses between fixed 

and variable expenses.  Remember, fixed expenses are fixed i.e., the rent must be paid. 

Variable expenses can change based on your usage of products or services, with the scaling 

up or down of your business, and are dependent on any number of factors. 

Prepare two (and perhaps more) 6 to 12-month cashflow forecasts, with one best case and 

one worst case scenario. Review weekly and revise as necessary.  Compare to your prior year 

historical data.  Use prior year data as a guide, not a gospel, and modify your forecasts based 
on your current situation.    

Document an action plan if your worst-case scenario looks like it will come to pass. 
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Managing Cash Receipts 

Cash Management consists of managing both cash inflows (generally primarily, but not 

limited to, revenues from sales of products and services) and cash outflows (generally 

primarily, but not limited to, business operating expenses). This section will look at 
managing cash inflows. 

The following are steps to look at to effectively understand and manage your receipts and 

cash inflows: 

• Review customer payment terms. Are you extending credit? Do you need to 

reconsider or modify terms? 

• Review customers who are critical to your business.  How is this downturn impacting 

them? Could they become a credit risk? Are you at risk for a potential decrease in 

orders? Call them every month, and perhaps more frequently and have a 

conversation. Incorporate information gathered into your cashflow analysis.  

• As a corollary to managing your cash outflows by negotiating with your vendors for 

more favorable credit terms, be cautious about requests from your customers for 

revising or extending credit terms. This could be a red flag for cash flow problems. 

Don’t be afraid to dig a bit deeper with them to understand their issue(s). Balance the 

need to assist your customers with the realization that if they go under, they can take 

you with them. 

• Review receivables weekly. Follow up on late payers. Be willing to cut off sales for 

non-paying customers.  Consider requiring 100% up front if you sense a looming 

business failure.  Ask yourself - should you extend credit if the banks won’t? 

• What would happen to your business if one or more of your largest customers went 

out of business? Are you too concentrated on the sales side? Build this into your 

worst-case cashflow scenario. Even in difficult times, it’s never too late to look at 

broadening your customer base and revenue streams. 

• Establish a rigorous review process before taking on any new (non-cash or credit card 

paying) customers, particularly if they are looking for favorable credit terms. Are they 
coming to you because they were shut off by another vendor?  

• If you are a service business, do current progress payment arrangements align with 

your cash needs and percentage of work performed on milestone dates? If possible, 

consider modifications for current clients and revised terms for new business. 
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• Get Creative. Can you reinvent your business in the short term to take advantage of 

opportunities in the marketplace (hard to believe, but there likely are some). If a 

service business, connect virtually with clients. Can you move more heavily into e-

commerce? If you need to shut down or downsize, use the opportunity to plan with 

your team on how to grow and/or pivot your business in the future. Finally, you are 

not in this alone – find a community of people dealing with similar issues/problems 
to communicate and brainstorm. 

Managing Expenses 

Cash Management consists of managing both cash inflows (generally primarily, but not 

limited to, revenues from sales of products and services) and cash outflows (generally 

primarily, but not limited to, business operating expenses). This section will look at 
managing cash outflows. 

The following are steps to look at to effectively understand and manage your expenses and 
cash outflows: 

• Identify expenses that can be eliminated/reduced/postponed. 

• Consider negotiating with your vendors for more favorable credit terms; however, 

please note that this should be done with extreme caution.  If vendors sense that your 

business is on the edge, this could backfire and cause them to apply more severe 

credit terms such as requiring 100% cash up front to fund purchase orders.  

• Avoid the use of high interest rate credit cards. Use only as a last resort.  

• Identify vendors who are providing flexible payment terms – i.e., public utilities, the 

IRS (three-month extension on personal tax payments, interest free), etc. 

• Discontinue corporate estimated tax payments if you expect to operate at a loss for 

the year.  Modify personal income tax payments and tax withholding to account for a 
reduction in your income.  

• Even if profitable, consider postponing tax payments as an alternative to outside 

financing, but understand the potential interest and/or penalty costs, and the 

business risk, if you are unable to ultimately make required tax payments.   

o The recently signed Covid-19 economic stabilization legislation – the CARES Act 

- delays payment of applicable 2020 employer payroll taxes from date of 

enactment (March 27, 2020) through December 31, 2020. Half of the deferred 

tax is to be paid by December 31, 2021, and the remainder by December 31, 2022. 

Payroll taxes that can be deferred include the employer portion of the 12.4% 

FICA tax and half of the FICA portion (12.4%) of self-employment tax. (Similar 
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deferrals are allowed for railroad workers covered under an equivalent Federal 

retirement plan for such workers). Caution that this deferral does not apply 

to deposits of your employee’s federal income tax withholding (FIT).  Never 

delay FIT deposits.  The IRS has the power to padlock your business and 

put a lien on your assets for failure to make timely FIT deposits. 

• Review and consider any necessary changes (dollar thresholds, multiple sign-offs 

etc.) to your company's approval process for cash disbursements, purchase order 
approvals etc. As a business owner, take control! 

• Align your staffing needs with your business needs and cash projections. Consider if 

and when you may have to lay off staff or reduce hours. Be realistic. Be honest with 

your staff and share your projections with them. Treat them as a valuable business 

asset, and be sympathetic to their needs. But be willing to make tough decisions. 

Remember, if your business fails, then everybody is out of a job - permanently.  

o Please see the section below titled “Covid-19 Legislation – The CARES Act 

Summary Relating to Small Business” for potential opportunities to retain staff 

with loans/grants though this recently passed legislation. 

• Consider asking for modifications to contracts. Will the landlord accept a permanent 

rent decrease for a six-month period, or reschedule rent payments by accepting less 

now to be made up when your business recovers?  There is built in leverage in this 

environment: if your business fails, their rent goes to zero. Avoid “demanding” - have 

a conversation and appeal to their business sense.  They likely have the same fears as 
you. 

Managing Inventory 

For non-service companies, inventory is often the largest cash sponge.  Many businesses 

incur finance charges by funding their inventory purchases through lines of credit.  Proper 

inventory management can be one of the largest contributors to free cashflow and can 

reduce your financing costs.  In challenging times, effective inventory management can be 

the difference between business survival or failure.  

The following are steps to look at to effectively understand and manage your inventory and 
resulting cash flows: 

• Compare your inventory turnover and management plan to your cash flow and sales 

projections.  Does everything align?  

• Do you practice "just in time" delivery? If not, implement.  Now is not the time to carry 

excess inventory, even if for only 30 days. Balance this against the risk of losing sales 
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and the risk of supplier shortages/shutdowns.  Know your customers and their 
willingness and ability to accept delays in product delivery.  

• Understand and confirm your supply chain. How is this downturn impacting your 

vendors’ ability to deliver, and to survive?  Do not rely on past experience.  

Reconfirm! 

• After confirming delivery lead times determine optimal inventory levels for your 

business.  For example, if you sell bikes, can you reduce inventory and order only 

when you have a firm customer order and deposit?  What is the delivery lead time?  

Will delivery delays of one or two weeks be acceptable to your customer?  Are you 

willing to loan a bike, or rent to customers under favorable terms, while awaiting 

delivery? (Not ideal, but tough times require thinking out of the box). 

• How are carriers being impacted - FEDX, UPS, USPS?  Can this impact your product 

delivery schedule? Again, do not rely on past experience.  Reconfirm! 

• Are your inventory records reliable? Have you taken inventory lately? If not, take a 

physical inventory to make sure you know exactly what is on hand, and what and 

when you need to re-order. 

• Can unsold inventory be returned?  If not, attempt to negotiate return terms for 

excess or suddenly unneeded inventory. 

• Consider the impact on your business if your supplier(s) goes bankrupt. Avoid sole 

source providers, particularly if their business may be in jeopardy.   

• If a vendor pushes to become a sole source provider, and you decide to accept this 

risk, negotiate for discounts.  This increased risk should not come free for the vendor. 

• Be willing to ask for discounts. Don’t assume the answer.  There is no downside to 

asking. 

Business Financing 

Financing your business needs beyond net cash flows is something that nearly every 

business needs to consider and deal with at some point in its life cycle. Giving out equity for 

cash and working capital, taking out loans (revolving and otherwise), and other sources of 

non-sales cash inflows are an oftentimes neglected and overlooked aspect of cash 

management. 

The following are steps to look at to effectively understand and manage your business 

financing needs: 
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• Review loans. Is it possible to re-schedule payments? Refinance? (it might not be 

possible in this environment).  Ask the question - do not assume the answer.  You 

have more leverage than you think; it is not in your lender’s interest if your business 

fails. 

• Is it possible to obtain loans from one of the potentially most amenable sources of 

financing - “friends and family" - on favorable terms? 

• In dire situations, would you consider equity partners? There is plenty of wealth in 

Teton County. Giving up equity is almost always a delicate balance (and negotiation) 

of weighing cash requirements vs. lower return to founders/owners in the long run. 

Remember, owning 100% of a failed enterprise doesn’t do you any good. But 

beware of sharks and vultures looking to prey on what they perceive are vulnerable 

owners/companies in these difficult times! 

• Again, investigate the availability of grants that might be available locally through 

various charities in Teton County or statewide.   

• Take advantage of federal government assistance provided under Phase 3 of the 

Covid-19 Economic Stabilization Legislation.  A summary of provisions relating to 

small business follows. 

Covid-19 Legislation –Summary of the CARES Act Relating to Small 

Business 

Please note that this summary is not intended to be a comprehensive explanation of all 

of the provisions of the legislation.  Please consult with your financial advisors and/or 

tax professionals for additional information on how your business may benefit from this 
legislation.  

Congress recently passed, and the President signed into law on March 27, 2020, the 

Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES).  

• CARES provides $349 billion for a Small Business Administration ‘paycheck 

protection program’ to provide loans up to a maximum of $10 million to eligible 

businesses, nonprofits, or veterans organizations with not more than 500 employees. 

The SBA is authorized to provide covered loans to certain accommodation and food 

service businesses that employ fewer than 500 employees per physical location. Sole 

proprietors, contractors, and other self-employed individuals are eligible for the 

loans; nonprofits that receive Medicaid reimbursement are excluded. The covered 

loan period begins February 15, 2020 and ends on June 30, 2020.  
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• Covered loans can be used for payroll costs; costs related to certain group health 

benefits; employee salaries, commissions, or similar compensation; payments on 

qualifying mortgage or rent obligations; utilities; and interest on any other debt 

obligations that were incurred before the covered period. Limits include a cap of 

$100,000 on the amount of an individual employee’s compensation that can be 

funded from a covered loan.  

• Loan forgiveness is provided for loan amounts spent during an initial eight-week 

period for certain expenses including payroll costs, with the amount of loan 

forgiveness dependent on employee retention. Borrowers who rehire workers 

previously laid off by June 30, 2020 will not be penalized for having a reduced payroll 

at the beginning of the period. Amounts of cancelled indebtedness under this program 

will not be included in the borrower’s taxable income. ‘Express loan’ procedures are 

provided to accelerate the processing of loan applications and cover the cost of 

certain loan processing fees.  

• CARES also provides $260 billion for increased unemployment assistance, including 

up to four months of full replacement wages up to certain limits for individuals who 

lose a job or are furloughed due to the coronavirus national emergency. A temporary 

waiver of waiting period requirements is provided and payments are permitted for 

individuals not traditionally eligible for unemployment benefits (self-employed, 

independent contractors, those with limited work history, and others) who are 

unable to work as a direct result of the coronavirus emergency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Footnote: The majority of this Cash Management guide/checklist was generously 

provided to Silicon Couloir by Rick Murray. We thank Rick for his time and generosity in 

sharing his wisdom gained through over 35 years of experience with PwC 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers), a global network of firms delivering world-class assurance, 

tax, and consulting services for business 


